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Abstract
This work presents a contribution to the SmartIHU energy monitoring and management system .
The work done consists of two parts . Initially , there is the implementation of a visually enhanced
way of presenting the data already collected from the SmartIHU project . Then , it is described an
improvement made in the implementation of the procedure of managing and eventually offering
these data for further use .  The first part consists of the construction of a detailed 3D model of the
first floor of IHU's Building A along with a photo-textured simpler model of the whole building.
Additionally , is described the procedure of linking the IHU data server with the Google Earth
virtual globe application in order for the data to be graphically presented inside it . The second part
describes  the  contribution  offered  in  the   aWESoME  web  service  middleware  ,  towards  the
succesfull transition to a more flexible and modular way of managing the sensor networks that
collect the various data.
Konstantinos Demiris
November 2013
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Introduction
In the late decade there have been implemented several different methods and devices to collect a
vast amount of data from very different sources and for equally different uses . At some point the
mere collection of so many data in simple databases and dark datacenters became obvious that it
was useless. Everyone noticed that there was no value produced from these data being static . So ,
the processing of these data began . The term data-crunching began to formalise . Data-crunching
was the first step to the right direction but it was just the beginning . The results of that early data-
processing were valuable but , more importantly , could be understood by only the specific sector's
experts and  those that were familiar or had immidiate interest in the field . To compensate for that ,
another method was forged . The visualisation of the collected data and the distilled results of data
processing . This method is now widely used to offer the "outsiders" , the people not relevant to the
internals of a scientific or technical process or field , a very accessible and understandable visually
enhanced way to consume the things that eventually matter the most and use it as tools .
Based on this principle , this work uses the already collected sensor data to present them in a visual
way . It uses as a vessel to present these data the very popular application Google Earth . The data
are transformed to graphs that are then integrated and shown inside Google Earth . For this final
implementation to be realised , were used web technologies like JSON , PHP , JavaScript and the
Google Earth API . 
After completing the implementation briefly described above , the new objective set was towards
the  enhancement of the way that the sensor networks that collect data inside the IHU's premises
were formed and managed for the aWESoME middleware web service .
In the first  chapter of the paper ,  the reader is given an introduction to the concept of "Smart
Building",   on which the SmartIHU research  project  is  based  on .  It  is  described  briefly the
progress that has been made until now and the architecture of the system implementation that has
already been built and works .
The second chapter introduces to the reader the field of Geospatial Information Systems(GIS) . It
discusses the category of GISs that encompasses web technologies and falls under the term Web-
GIS , and also Web Mapping . Follows a presentation of the application that will accomodate all the
work done , Google Earth . Inside this application and on top of it's Virtual Globe , will be placed
the 3D model of the university's Building A .  
That will lead to the third chapter . This chapter will describe the procedure needed for the 3D
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model to be built and published . To be honest though , we should be talking about two 3D models
that the building procedure of both is described . The second being the more simple edition that will
be oficially published inside the 3D buildings layer of Google Earth .
In  the fourth chapter  of  this  paper  ,  is  presented the oftenly confusing difference between the
desktop application of Google Earth and the web plugin flavor of it . Via the comparison of the
two , it is discussed why at the start the implementation was though to be done with the one and
eventually was decided to be done with the other .
Chapter six is purely technical and discusses how the different pieces of the architecture finally fit
together to form the final circuit . It described the web technologies that were used , the hosting
environments , the programming languages as well as some unexpected caveats that were met along
the way and were eventually overcomed .
Following on the technical side comes chapter seven where is presented the JavaScript library that
realizes the data visualization . This is Highcharts .  It's system requirements , graphic rendering
techniques , chart creation concepts and actual code are discussed .
The final  technical  and also overall  final  chapter  is  chapter  eight  .  It  presents  to  the reader  a
modification that has been done in the server that gathers  the sensor data  .  It  is  described the
transition that was done from a text based sensor network management technique to one more
modular and more flexible . This was realised by tweaking the aWESoME web service middleware
by introducing the use of the MySQL database .  The actual code is presented along with snippets
of sudocode that explain it's functionality in detailed for the non programmers out there to be able
to understand what is done under the hood .
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Chapter 1
1.1 Smart building concept presentation
The past 20 years there is a discussion on many scientific disciples about the concept of the “smart
building”.There  is  really  a  lot  of  debate  aiming  to  define  and  quantify  what  this  term really
incorporates . The definition of the smart building has been evolving over the years with different
emphasis  each  time ,  highly driven by the  development  of  new exciting  technologies  and the
changing needs of each built environment . The result of this extended discussion seems to be that a
smart building is far from one thing [Picture 1] . So,a rounded up definition could be the following:
“The use of technologies and various processes in order to make a building safer and more 
productive for its occupants and operationally more efficient for its owners”
The end result of the implementation of these procedures and technologies , are buildings that are
cost effective to be operated as well as more worthy to their residents . For the buildings that are
owned  by corporations  ,  government  or  institutions  ,  the  smart  building  provides  a  return  of
investment (ROI) by enabling a higher productivity of the employees and significantly reduced
operating expenses . For commercial buildings on the other hand , the benefits of a smart building
are above market rents ,  high occupancy rates ,  improved retention and much lower operating
expenses. It is easily understood that this scenarios are a win for all sides involved .
Picture 1 : Representation of the Smart Building concept
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A smart building highly depends to a design that must be environmentally friendly . A building that
is  energy  efficient  and  environmentally  friendly  is  very  closely  related  to  all  the  intelligent
attributes . The smart buildings are being designed for long-term sustainability as well as minimal
environmental impact .  Contribution to this goal is achieved by making it  possible to integrate
various  controls  into  the  building  infrastructure  ,  optimize  internal  operations  ,  facilitating
maintenance , and integrating enterprise level management . This can significantly result in the
lowering of cost and energy usage  and the enhancement of energy efficiency.
Smart buildings are designed and built in order to be the preferred environment . Of course , this
demands a focused attention to several environmental factors that can affect the occupants comfort ,
productivity and perception in  general  .  The design of a  smart  building must  find the balance
between  providing  a  comfortable  indoor  environment  and minimizing  the  operating  labor  and
energy consumption .  This  is  where the modern day technology and advanced knowledge and
practices come in to play and become valuable . By the use of automation and integration we can
implement the right solutions that are going to provide humans a superior working and/or living
environment and maximize energy efficiency altogether.
The ontology of the Smart Building is considered today as the one which encompasses the best
concepts , systems , technologies and materials . It is integrating them to achieve high performance
and serve in the best way the buildings stakeholders . These usually are the building's owner/s ,
managers , occupants but also the community around it (e.g. factory, government building)[6].
More buildings nowadays have central communications systems . The day that all buildings will be
characterized as computer integrated is not far .  There is also an undeniable widespread of the
internet that is trying to achieve maximum coverage as more and more people get a permanent high
bandwidth  connection  no  matter  where  they live  .  This  comes  in  close  relation  with  the  high
urbanization rates , the increase in office job positions and the fact that more and more people work
from home . This phenomena in conjunction with the recreational use of the high speed internet
means that the internet is becoming a crucial necessity and infrastructure of our everyday life now
and in the years to come . It is not a small thing that the United Nations in a directive[5] regard the
web access of it's citizens as a human right that is protected.
Yet,  of  course,  there  are  barriers  hindering  the  most  effective  use  of  Information  and
Communication Technologies (ICT) for  energy efficiency management  in  Smart  Buildings  .  In
pursue of the most effective and productive implementation of the Smart Building concepts , these
barriers must be eliminated . Towards this goal struggles the effort for a more accurate and precise
analysis and understanding of the real world market concerning this sector . After all , all would be
just theoretical if the needs of the real world human needs and how they can be addressed where
not taken into account .  The real objective is to incorporate the knowledge of these barriers to
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succeed in the effective implementation of the Smart Building technologies and to assist the several
stakeholders coming from each side in the design and final operation of the intelligent building .
It is easily understood up to now , that the key element of the realization of the Smart Building is
essentially adaptability [7] . The building must , in the end , be able to adapt to either economic ,
political  and/or technological change . At the same time it must be fulfilling the requirements of
limited environmental impact and creation of comfortable environment for it's occupants [8] . It
must be designed to use any kind of technology to serve and comfort and not to dominate . It must
provide a wide variety of options and solutions rather than impose rules and create anew set of
problems with each application.
1.2 Presentation of the work done in IHU
The contribution of International Hellenic University towards the realization of the Smart Building
concept   is  based  on an  architecture  that  provides  the  monitoring  and management  of  such a
building.
It  essentially  incorporates  various  heterogeneous  sensor  networks  as  well  as  devices  that  are
dispersed geographically . The goal of this system architecture is as described in general earlier in
this  chapter ,  the conduction of the building operations in  an optimum manner  along with the
maximization of the energy efficiency [2] .
This  infrastructure  that  has  been  put  in  place  ,  uses  cutting  edge  technologies  and  scientific
methodologies .  These include Semantic Web Services , AI planning , RfiDs , WiFi and ZigBee
networks [Picture  2].These  technologies  are  being  implemented  through  the  development  of  a
platform whose objective is the provision of three specific services to the students and faculty.
Picture 2 : The SmartIHU project
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• Monitoring of the Power Consumption
The most crucial step towards the maximization of the energy efficiency is of course the reduction
of  the  unnecessary  energy consumption  .  For  this  to  be  realized  it  is  imperative it's  constant
measuring and monitoring .
• Calculation of the overall energy savings
To  achieve  this  goal  it  is  considered  an  interactive  platform  that  would  control  the  energy
consumption of the various nodes . The concept is that through the consumption visualization the
building's users will be motivated to be more energetic towards a more energy-conscious working
lifestyle .
• Building automation
As described previously ,  the  implementation  of  the  system architecture  uses  a  heterogeneous
variety of hardware . These are utilized both as sensors as well as actuators . That means that they
also  provide to the user the capability to turn on/off the appliances whose the power consumption
they measure . That way , there is a simple automation level being introduced . 
1.3 The three layers of SmartIHU implementation
Following  this  concise  induction  to  the  SmartIHU research  initiative  ,  will  be  also  concisely
discussed the three layered architecture whose part is the present dissertation [4] .
• The first layer : The physical layer
The first layer of the three layered architecture of SmartIHU starts with the hardware that is the first
layer , the physical one . It consists ,as has already been stated , of sensors and actuators that collect
data . Details about these devices and their role in the system functionality will be provided in more
detail later in the next chapters.  
• The second layer : a Web Service Middleware (aWESoME)
As stated earlier , the interoperability issues of the first layer , that were inevitable to arouse due to
the heterogeneity of the sensors/actuators ,are being addressed by implementing a Web Service
middleware [1] .
This web service provides an abstraction layer for the hardware . It provides the drivers that are
needed for the plugs to be recognized by the rest of the software . Moreover , it provides the WSDL
services that are needed , over the SOAP exchange protocol . It supports all the different equipment
that is used .  Smart Plugs , Sensor Boards , Smart Clamps attached to the mains , Z-wave devices
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and others .  For uniformity and interoperability reasons , the middleware exposes the functions and
services that these devices provide to the user over WDSL/SOAP . That way there is remote as well
as platform and software independent access and communication . It is easily understood that the
critical role of the  aWESoME web service [Picture 3] lies on the fact that it succeeds in making all
the  different  devices  to  talk  to  each other  and appear  as  the  same to the  end user  .  The  ICT
technologies used range from J2EE , Java , WSDL to OpenZWave library. 
The second part of this paper extends the functionality of this web service .
Picture 3 : The  aWESoME web service logo
• The  third  layer  :  Energy  Savings  in  Ambient  Intelligence,  Desktop  Application
(iDEALISM)
The upper layer of the architecture under discussion presents and manages all the different devices
and equipment [Picture 4 ] . It provides the end users the ability to conduct comparisons and follow
energy savings patterns and habits as a result of informed decisions taken from solid data . It is a
desktop application which can turn on and off the various actuators from it's graphical interface [3].
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Picture 4 : The  iDEALISM  GUI
• Smart IHU Live Web Application
An addition to the  iDEALISM desktop application also residing to the upper layer of this system's
architecture , is the SmartIHU's live web interface . It provides the same functionality as it's desktop
counterpart but , of course , without the capability to set remotely the status (on/off) of the actuators
.
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Chapter 2 
2.1 Introduction to GIS 
GIS  stands  short  for  Geographic  Information  System [13]  .  A GIS  is  an  information  system
designed  to  store,  capture,  manipulate,  analyze,  manage  and  present  all  the  various  types  of
geographical  data.  It  is  also  sometimes  used  to  refer  to  Geographical  Information  Science  or
Geospatial Information Studies which belong to the larger domain of Geoinformatics [14] . Then it
refers  to  the  academic  discipline  or  professional  discipline  of  working  with   Geographic
Information Systems and the corresponding data. At the bottom line , any GIS merges cartography,
statistical analysis and computer science [9] .
A  GIS  could  be  considered  as  a  specialized  information  system  that  digitally  creates  and
manipulates  spatial  areas  .  Usually every GIS is  customly designed to  fulfill  the needs  of  the
company,organisation,application or purpose for whom it was developed. That has as a byproduct
the fact that each GIS is not necessarily interoperable or compatible with all the others [10] .
As a more general description, the term GIS refers to any information system that integrates, edits,
stores, analyzes, shares and finally displays geographical information in different formats in order
to assist in a more proper and comprehensive decision making process [11] .
The different GIS applications are valuable tools to their users because they allow them to perform
interactive queries (searches based on user defined criteria) , make live edits of the data in the maps
, analyze spatial information , and finally present the results of the above stated operations [12] .
2.2 Web GIS and Web-Mapping
The evolution of the plain geographical information systems lead inevitably to be combined with
the World Wide Web. So the terms Web GIS and Web-Mapping were forged [16] .
Web-Mapping is the procedure of designing, implementing, generating and delivering maps on the
Web.
In  the  last  decade  an  explosion  took place  in  the  development  of  mapping application  on  the
internet . Some very well known examples are Google maps and Bing Maps. The interesting fact of
this explosion is that the big  companies that developed such applications give to the public free and
open access to huge amounts of geographic data. Generally, when we talk about Web-Mapping we
mean a map that you can interact with, zoom in and out, pan around, change what you are looking
at, etc .
In order to use Web-Mapping we need a program that runs on the web server, that can convert
spatial data (stored in huge databases) into a map, and that understands what the client (the user's
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browser) wants to do next. That is a fairly simple application, but it performs exactly what Web-
Mapping is all about. There is a server that holds the map data, and embedded in the page is some
JavaScript that fetches an image of that data as a picture and displays it for you. The same code
monitors the mouse movements and requests new images when you change the scale or the view
area.
Additionally, some of them expose an API (Application Programming Interface) that facilitates the
creation  of  custom  applications  by  their  users.  Such  examples  are  the  Google  Maps  and
OpenLayers APIs. These toolkits usually offer as part of them street maps, aerial/satellite images,
geocoding information,  searches and routing functionality.  Moreover ,  the introduction of web-
mapping  has  created  the  potential  for  the  creation  of  free  editable  maps  via  the  collaborative
gathering of crowdsourced geospatial information.
Web GIS is somewhat similar to Web-Mapping but with a slight difference. Web GIS puts emphasis
on processing of project specific geodata , analysis and exploratory aspects. The general truth is
that the terms Web GIS and Web-Mapping are usually used synonymously, even if they don't refer
to the exact same thing.It seems that the borders between the two are still blurry. Web maps are
increasingly  gaining  analytical  capabilities  and  on  the  other  hand  they  are  used  as  a  simple
presentation medium in major Web GISs.
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2.3 Google Earth
Picture 5 : The Google Earth logo
Google Earth [Picture 5] is a virtual globe , map and Geographical Information System [17] .
More specifically, the term virtual globe describes a 3D software model that represents the Earth .
Though, as long as Google Earth is concerned that virtual 3D representation extends also to the
Moon , Mars , the sky and the earth's oceans [21] . A virtual globe gives the user the ability to
navigate freely in the digitally created virtual environment by panning , zooming and sometimes
even tilting the horizon [18] .
Google Earth ,as a virtual globe, has the capability to present to the user many different views of
the same geographical data. That is, many different layers of the Earth. To assist the viewing, the
interface  provides  simplified  graphical  overlays  which  highlight  the  manmade  features  that
normally are not easily distinguished from a photographic aerial view . These views/layers can be
geographical  features (forests,mountains,rivers etc) ,  man-made features (roads,  buildings etc)  ,
clouds, or more complicated and abstract representations like geospatial time series, depictions of
environmental changes or facts of social awareness [19] .
Google  Earth  tries  to  achieve  a  representation  of  the  world  as  true  as  possible  with  as  much
complete and detailed coverage as possible . The detail in aerial/satellite imagery can reach a view
from only some tenths of meters above the ground. Google Earth is capable of displaying many
more  urban  areas  in  high-resolution  thanks  to  it's  private  image  sources  .  Google  even  hires
chartered flights over major U.S. cities to take aerial images .
Virtual Globes , like Google Earth [Picture 6 ] , trying to portray a very accurate representation of
the earth use satellite image servers that store the high resolution images used . Google Earth limits
it's cache size to 2000 MB .
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Picture 6 : The Google Earth virtual globe interface
2.4 The Geo-visualization concept 
Geovisualization abbreviates the longer term  Geographic Visualization [26] . It refers to a set of
techniques  and  tools  that  support  geospatial  communication  and  information  analysis  via  the
extensive use of interactive maps and 3D globes .  It provides graphical representations of geo-
information and statictical summaries about properties and relationships mainly in space but also in
time .
Geovisualization,  along  with  the  close  fields  of  information  visualization  and  scientific
visualization,  gives  emphasis  in   knowledge  construction  rather  than  knowledge  storage  or
transmission . To manage this it presents  geo spatial information in ways that ,combined with the
human intelligence, supports and enhances the decision making processes and the exploration of
complex data [27] .
The traditional static maps provide a very limited capability for exploration . In these maps the
graphic  depictions  are  inextricably  tied  to  the  underlying  geo-information.  Geovisualization
systems allow the creation of extensively interactive maps that include the capability to explore all
the different layers of a map, to zoom in/out , to pan , change how the map appears visually and
generally customize the whole experience [28] . Geovisualization set of cartographic technologies
takes advantage of the ability of modern microprocessors to render real-time changes of a map , in
order to be able to allow the user to adjust the represented data literally on the fly .  
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Geovisualization has has repeatedly proven its value in a broadly diverse set of real world situations
that  demand  knowledge  creation  and  decision  making  processes  .  Some  examples  include
firefighting, forestry , archaeology , urban planning and environmental studies .
Some typical three dimensional geo visualizations include the display of 3D models of cities with
photorealistic renderings .  
These potentially contain additional data ,like the roofs of a city's buildings differently coloured
according to the solar energy footprint or some statistical values about different countries .
Examining common definitions we can understand that 3D visualizations most oftenly are used
along with computer  graphics  and support  processes like rendering algorithms that  display 3D
objects and virtual environments .
A well constructed exploratory 3D visualization can provide the expert user the potential to detect
the unknown in the depicted dataseries via it's high interactivity .
2.5 Geo-visualization in GIS
Visualizing large amounts  of  information interactively is  one of  the most  attractive and useful
capabilities of GIS. High-powered computers can alter any element of the display "on the fly" ,
changing not only the look of the graphic image but also its interpretation . This ability to create
multiple perspectives -- both literally and figuratively -- enhances a viewer's perceptive abilities to
understand the phenomenon being studied like never before [29] .
Visualizing data using current computing technology and interactive GIS has many advantages over
doing so using traditional paper maps . The following is a partial list of GIS characteristics . One
that grows with each new version of software and each new advance in hardware .
• GIS are fully interactive .
Adding new fields of data , taking them off , changing the color scheme or form of the map , adding
text ,  moving symbols ,  and a host of other capabilities give a user tremendous flexibility and
power.
• GIS provide displays that are zoomable and pannable .
Moving around in the display offers the user new perspectives , greater (or less) detail , and new
insight.  Users  can  take  advantage  of  computationally  intensive  functions  such  as  "draping"  a
perspective view over a surface (like a digital elevation model) or creating the impression of three
dimensions on a 2D display (the computer screen) using complex rendering and shading algorithms
[30] .
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Chapter 3
3.1  Introduction to Google SketchUp
Picture 7 : The SketchUp logo
SketchUp [Picture 7 ] is a 3D modeling application that is used for a broad spectrum of applications
and  by different  professionals  in  various  disciples  .  The  applications  that  is  used  range  from
architecture ,  mechanical engineering and civil  engineering to urban planning , interior/exterior
design , 3D printing and game design [31] . 
There are two versions , SketchUp Make which is freely distributed , and SketchUp Pro which is
the paid version .In collaboration with the main application , it is offered an online repository of 3D
model  assemblies  (e.g.  ,  doors  ,  windows  ,  airplanes  ,  cars  ,  entourage  ,  etc.)  known  as  3D
Warehouse . Furthermore the finished 3D models can be inserted and showcased inside Google
Earth .
The free application SketchUp Make has been used in conjunction with the 3D Warehouse to create
a realistic model of the first floor of the IHU A building [32] .
The construction of the 3D model began literally from scratch . The blueprints of both the two
floors of IHU’s Building A had been provided in Microsoft Visio and Autocad format . Yet , the free
version of SketchUp does not allow the insertion of neither Visio nor Autocad files . It is a feature
of the Pro (paid) version [34] .  
3.1.1 The SketchUp Tools
When diving into the application itself, there are several tools to be used to produce the final 3D
model . The “Getting Started” toolbar that was initially used consists of the following [34] .
Select , selects entities to modify with other tools or commands .
Line , draws edges from point to point .
Eraser , erases , softens or smooths entities in the model .
Rectangle , draws rectangular faces from corner to corner .
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Circle , draws circles from center point to radius .
Polygon , draws multi-sided polygons from center point to radius .
Arc , draws arcs from point to point with bulge .
Push/Pull tool , pushes and/or pulls face entities to sculpt 3D models .
Offset , offsets selected edges in a plane .
Move , moves ,stretches , copies and arrays selected entities .
Rotate , rotates , stretches , copies and arrays selected entities about an axis .
Scale , scales and stretches selected entities .
Tape Measure tool ,  measures distances ,  creates guidelines or points,  or scales the.  entire
model
Text , draws text labels .
Paint Bucket tool , applies color and material textures to entities in the model .
Orbit , orbits the camera view around the model .
Pan , pans the camera view vertically or horizontally .
Zoom , zooms the camera in and out .
Zoom Extents , zooms the camera view in or out in order the whole model to be visible .
Add Location , adds a geo-location to the model and gathers site information nearby. Note:
this tool is going to be reviewed thoroughly later
Get Models , opens a browser window in order to select an already made model to add to the
current one (e.g. a window , a door , a tree etc).
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3.2  Photo-textured  Geo-model  vs  Detailed  Custom  3D
Model
There are two kinds of 3D models that can be depicted inside Google Earth .
• Photo-textured Geo-model
The one is the simplest possible depiction of a building . That is , simply a mass in the form of the
specific building with provided aerial photography . First, the aerial photography of the building is
taken from Google Earth and downloaded in the SketchUp application . Then the mass is created at
exactly on to p of the aerial footprint of the building . Finally , details and photo textures are added
on all  the  facades.  Then  the  model  is  uploaded in  the  3D warehouse  for  evaluation  and then
inclusion in the Google Earth standard buildings [35] . There are specific guidelines that need to be
followed for the model to be judged successfully and finally appear inside Google Earth .
These criteria are the following :
• Photo Textures
The minimum requirement for photo textures include the upward facing surfaces of the model and
the main facade. It is highly encouraged of course to provide photo textures for the entire model ,
but it is understandable that sometimes that is not possible . The main target is for the model to
show as much realistic as possible .
• Permanent Structures
The second criterion is that only permanent structures will be accepted . The satellite imagery is
refreshed regularly so temporarily positioned entities like people and/or vehicles won’t be shown.
• Model Splitting
The third criterion imposes that each submitted model should contain only one structure .
Each and every structure should be uploaded to the 3D warehouse as a separate model file .
• Entourage
All the models of trees and other permanent entourage like traffic signs , light posts or benches
should be uploaded separately from the buildings that are close to and maybe associated with [36] .
3.2.1 The Detailed Custom 3D Model 
Due to the obviously restrictive nature of the first option it was decided to build a highly detailed
3D model from scratch and then insert it inside Google Earth as a separate layer [37] .
The high detail of this option makes the permanent and official depiction of the model in Google
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Earth forbidden [38] . Google demands the models to be light with only photo textures depicting
the outer surfaces and no inner details should be visible . By using this model, it will be easier
visually to place and showcase the various sensors that exist in the building’s premises .
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3.2.2 Building the 3D model
Picture 8 : The detailed 3D model of IHU's Building A
The  development  started  from the  blueprints  that  had  been  provided,  in  Microsoft  Visio  and
Autodesk Autocad format .
The modeling of the building began from the ground up in SketchUp [Picture 8 ] . Due to the fact
that it was used the free version of the modeling application there was a restriction in inserting
either Visio or Autocad files and use their plans to start building .
3.2.3 Description of the modeling procedure of the Detailed
Custom 3D Model
The first step was to create the many and different bottom surfaces of the various rooms . This was
done by connecting  four  lines  with the appropriate  tool  and creating each surface separately .
Special care was given for the distances to be as much exact as possible with the original . That was
done by counting each distance with the “tape measure” tool . Moreover , to enhance the realism of
the final model it was decided to make all the walls a standard width of 0.10 cm .
The second step was to make the walls actually 3D by using the push/pull tool . With this tool it
was possible to add volume to only the selected rectangular surfaces that were destined to be the
walls .
The third step is the one that should have actually been the first concern and priority . Everything
should be aligned with the 3 axis . Red(width) , green(length) , blue(height) . SketchUp has an
unwritten rule (but a written guideline) that every line should follow one of these three axis . One
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more guideline concerning the 3 axis is that the lines being drawn should always meet at specific
“endpoints”.  That  way  SketchUp  understands  that  a  surface  is  completely  closed  from every
direction and fills up with a default gray color in order to be filled later with any custom color or
texture . By adding either color or texture to a surface the wall can be distinguished easily from the
floor or a door or a window .
The fourth step was the addition of 3D models for the windows . At this point should be made a
note that every ready-made 3D model is downloaded and inserted in the under development model
from the Google 3D Warehouse . SketchUp provides access to the warehouse with a single button
and a browser-like interface . The addition of the windows was a special case by itself due to the
fact that every window should actually be inside the wall where no wall should be present . This
may sound self-explanatory,  yet it  was a painful procedure .  The downloaded 3D model of the
window should been measured and with these measurements the part of the wall at the desired spot
should been removed and replaced by the window . If the wall was not properly aligned with the
three aforementioned axis and correctly formed with the push/pull tool , then the removal of the
specific part of the wall was impossible . These “quirks” of the application ,that unfortunately are
learned via practice , were occasionally and unavoidably stalling the development .
The fifth step was the addition of the 3D models for the different kind of doors , auditorium seat
rows and stage , desks , chairs , tables , whiteboards , benches , computers etc.
Finally , as an extra more realistic touch, a proper color was added to the walls and texture to the
floors , concrete pavement areas and grass surfaces using the paint bucket tool .
Some of the building’s rooms that  have no relevant purpose were intentionally left  empty and
covered with ceiling contrary to all the other rooms that are always visually accessible .
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3.2.4  Description  of  the  modeling  procedure  of  Photo-
textured Geo-model
The modelling of the simpler , but more practical , photo-textured geo-model is also done inside the
SketchUp.
Picture 9 : Adding location
The first step to create this model is , from inside the application , to go to "File " and then click "Geo-
location".  A  window will appear with  a satellite view of the earth [Picture 9].
Next , a location should be entered to be searched for . Then adjustments should be made to the
view until we get a full clear view of  the building we want  to  model .
Then , we should  click at the "Select  Region" button , resize the box that appears so it fits around
the building of interest , then click the "Grab" button . That way we will take a "screenshot " of  the
imagery .
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Picture 10 : Outlining the IHU's building on the Google Earth screenshot
After that , the "screenshot" taken , should appear  inside the application . To  make it easier to
work with it , we should outline the building with the "Line" tool  [Picture 10 ].
Picture 11 : Creating the IHU's building A shell in SketchUp
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Next , we should create the shell of the model [Picture 11]. Google Earth does not provide a view
inside the buildings , making it easier to create one .  No textures are going to be added just yet .
Picture 12 : The roof texture has been taken straight from the screenshot
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Now is the time to apply the texture of the roof [Picture 12  ]. This is really simple and can be
essentially done by grabbing the top view of our building that Google Earth has already stored in
the screenshot that has taken . From the toolbar , we open the "Materials" window by selecting the
Materials tool signified by a paint bucket . There , there is a "Dropper" tool . With this tool selected
we can click on the satellite imagery and then the roof of the model . That way the roof will be
applied the texture of the top of the real building as photographed by a satellite .
Then , we should add the photo textures to the rest of the facades of the building . Because there is
no Google Street View for the area around the International Hellenic University , we had to import
our photographs of the four sides of the building . Then , we imported and applied them to fit by
stretching,repositioning and scaling to size [Picture 13] .
Picture 13 : The final photo-textured model
Finally , the photo-textured model was uploaded and submitted to Google's 3D Warehouse in order
to be evaluated , based on the criteria that we have already described . After it is reviewed , and of
course meets the aforementioned criteria , it will be entered in the Google earth 3D buildings layer
for everyone to see.  
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CHAPTER 4
4.1 Description of difference between Google Earth and 
Google Earth plugin.
• Google earth
When the Google  Earth  desktop client  application is  installed  the web-browser  plug-in  is  also
installed. Not the other way [39] .
The Google Earth desktop client runs locally from the user’s computer and saves its saved places or
favorites to a file in the local file-system . The desktop client application  provides the user with
many options to turn on/off such as historical imagery or showing latitude/longitude grid lines.
Moreover  only  the  desktop  application  can  accommodate  the  detailed  3D  model  and  model-
collections that the project is going to use . In a nutshell, Google Earth desktop is a full application
for viewing geospatial data [40].
• Geplugin
Picture 14 : The Google Earth plugin interface
The Google Earth plug-in is the lightweight programmable version of the Google Earth desktop
client application . The plug-in provides the developer with Google Earth as a core framework
inside  the  browser’s  sandbox  [Picture  14  ]  .  The  web-sites  that  invoke  the  plug-in,  use  the
JavaScript based Google Earth API (Application Programming Interface) to customize the user’s
interface and interact with the data . The plug-in will often provide layers and feature “hard-coded”
so some options that are available in the desktop application are disabled or can’t be turned off.
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those are usually at the control of the developer using the API .
Natively,  the  plug-in  has  far  less  features  than  the  desktop  application  .  The  plug-in  is  not  a
program itself so restricts the advanced user . It is essentially a component used by other programs .
The  plug-in  is  useful  in  that  it  allows  the  developers  to  incorporate  Google  Earth  into  the
applications they build . A more understandable analogy could be the following . If a user wants to
view a video inside a browser he needs to install Flash but if he wants to watch a movie on his
computer he must install a standalone movie player .  They are separate programs for the same
purpose . The Google Earth plug-in or more appropriately the Google Earth API is a Google Earth
shell (or toolbox) from which to develop custom geospatial web-based applications 
The typically user may just  want to view some KML content,  make a movie ,  or create some
overlays or place-marks . An advanced user may need a specific interaction with some custom data
but still want the Google Earth navigation, layers, and imagery so uses the Google Earth API to
develop a custom application .
From the comparison made above , it is understood that the most suitable application for the current
project is the desktop standalone Google Earth client . The plug-in simply cannot fulfill the purpose
and provide the functionality that is needed in order to depict the sensor data streams . On the other
side the desktop application provides the advanced features that are needed .
4.2 Placemarks
The  placemark  [Picture  15]  is  the  well-known  “pin”  that  marks  the  unique  coordinates
(latitude/longitude)  of  the point  of  interest  [41]  .  The application user  can  use  the placemarks
feature to mark any location on the planet .
Picture 15 : A “live” placemark
Once the placemark has been created it appears in the “My Places” folder in the “Places” panel.
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This comes in handy because it is a very quick way to go to any placemark with just a single
double-click  on  it  .  Additionally  the  placemarks  can  be  edited  ,  shared  moved  and  deleted  .
The procedure of creating a placemark starts with the user going to the place of interest .
The quickest way to do this is by entering the name of the destination in the Fly To field in the
search  panel.  After  pressing  Enter  Google  Earth  flies  to  the  place.  Then,  the  user  clicks  the
Placemark button in the toolbar . The New dialog box appears and a placemark icon appears in the
exact center of the 3D viewer . The newly created placemark can be moved around by clicking and
dragging it. This way the user can move the placemark in any location in the 3D viewer . Next, in
the Google Earth - New Placemark dialog box , the user can enter in some fields the following
information :
Name : "The name of the location"
Description : "A brief description"
This attribute has a significant role in the project. it it where all the sensor data are going to be
displayed . A more detailed description of their functionality and how it will be used will be given
later.
Pin Icon : The application’s default placemark is a yellow pin . The user can change the placemark
icon simply by clicking the placemark button to the right of the Name field and selecting a new
icon . He can even add a customized placemark icon that corresponds to a local image that he will
provide or even a web image . Then, Google Earth displays the placemark in the 3D viewer and at
the top of the My Places folder in the Places panel [Picture 16 ].
The user to fly to the placemark at any time , he should just double-click the placemark in the
Places panel .
Picture 16 : Creating a placemark
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4.3 Balloons
Picture 17 : The Balloon containing various information about the placemark
As discussed above , each placemark can have a short or long description [42] . The way that this
description is shown inside the 3D viewer is essentially the balloon . The balloon is the visual
representation of the placemark’s description [Picture 17  ] .  It  always escorts  a placemark and
contains additional information about it .
The  creation  of  the  balloon  was  described  in  the  creation  of  a  placemark  .
The interesting feature of the balloon though is the one that is stated very lightly even in the official
Google Earth documentation . The description that can be provided by the user about a placemark
and  then  shown  as  a  balloon  is  not  restricted  to  only  text  .  The  balloon  can  also  contain
programming code.  It can be customized using HTML markup code,  CSS and even JavaScript
scripts . That makes the balloon a highly versatile and dear to be tampered with attribute . Some of
the relatively expected uses of the balloon’s code-embedding feature are the addition of font sizes ,
styles , and colors , links , tables , images and online videos (like YouTube videos) .
The  ability  to  embed  ,  except  from markup  (HTML)  and  appearance  (CSS)  ,  but  also  logic
(JavaScript) in a balloon , it is going to be exploited at it’s fullest to depict the live stream of data
from the different IHU sensors .
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CHAPTER 5
5.1 Integration of the SketchUp model with Google Earth
Before  proceeding  and  start  discussing  the  purely technical  aspects  of  the  data  transmission  ,
processing , reception and depiction , the examination of the current chapter should close with the
presentation  of  the  incorporation  of  the  SketchUp 3D model  inside  the  Google  Earth  desktop
application .
5.2 Description of the process
The SketchUp is used by a variety of people , from students to architects , to make 3D models
ranging from simple to extremely sophisticated professional ones .
For some of them there is a need to showcase their creations in a virtual environment .
That need is being satisfied by the geo-locating feature that SketchUp provides .
The  process  is  somewhat  similar  to  the  inclusion  in  Google  Earth  of  the  simple  geo-model
discussed earlier. But with a slight twist. This time the model is pre-built and it only needs to be
“beamed up” in Google Earth .
The process starts with the “Add Location” button of the application’s standard toolbar [Picture 18]
. A new window appears providing a search bar and a global map .
Picture 18 : Adding location
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From there the user can enter the location he wants his model to appear to [Picture 19] .
Picture 19 : Finding the desired location
After locating the desired spot the “Select Region” button should be pressed in order to select the
region and import the geo-location snapshot into SketchUp .  At this point the user should make
sure that looks at the flat version of the terrain .
A geo-location snapshot is the object that provides the following critical information :
• The geographic coordinates of the location
• The colored aerial imagery
• The 3D terrain
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Picture 20 : The university's view from above
Then, the snapshot is imported in SketchUp [Picture 20 ].
Picture 21 : Aligning the screenshot with the triple axis
At this point the only task remaining is the alignment of the 3D model on top of the color snapshot  
[Picture 21] . The model should be moved  up or down until it sits properly , poking through the 
ground only just a little .
Finally the import in Google Earth is done by going to “File” -> “Preview in Google Earth” .
Note : It should be reminded that the 3D model now is not publicly  accessible over the internet as a
standard  provided  model  of  Google  Earth  service  .  It  is  saved  locally  as  a  file  on  the  user’s
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computer system . For anyone else to be able to view the model the corresponding file should be
provided and imported .
The procedure of sharing the 3D model together with all the placemarks/sensors , correctly placed
on it ,and the code inside their description , would be thought as something complex and difficult .
In reality , it is really simple .
At first , we open the Google Earth application . After loading , we right click on the place inside
"My Places" that we are interested to make a nice packet to share . From the panel that opens we
choose "Save place as..." . Then , a window opens suggesting that we should choose a name for the
file and save it as " .kmz " . This is a compressed version of a kml file . That way all our work
inside Google earth can be packed and shared in just a few clicks .
A prerequisite  for  the  model  to  be  visible  in  Google  Earth  after  being  imported  is  the  “3D
buildings” checkbox to be selected [Picture 22].
Picture 22 : Enabling the Google Earth's 3D building layer
CHAPTER 6
6.1  Introduction  to  data  representation/visualization  in
Google Earth
In this chapter the discussion is going to be highly technical. Are going to be presented the tools ,
code libraries and technologies that were used .
Also, an extensive elaboration is going to be made of the procedure that took place for the live
streaming data collected on the IHU server to be eventually represented in the form of well-formed
statistical charts and graphs inside the Google Earth application of the end user .
Aside from the description of the successful implementation of tools and technologies , the many
,successfully debilitated eventually , pitfalls and impediments are going to be also described .
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It  is  also  going  to  be  discussed  the  architecture  of  the  communicating  files  that  was  formed.
Furthermore will be briefly discussed the reasons for which the programming languages the final
code has been written in , were chosen .
Also, the reader will be presented the visualisation library that will incarnate the final and most
impressive stage of the implementation, along with it’s functionality and API .
6.2 The Architecture
Here , the reader will be presented the architecture [Picture 23 ] that the files were placed by , in
order to communicate with each other and also comply with the needs of the final purpose . That is
the visualization of the data inside the Google earth application . For that to realize , it needs the
actual application to allow code embedding inside it’s framework and also communication of that
embedded code with the outside world .
As it was discussed in previous chapter the placemark inside Google Earth can contain and show
HTML markup . That is what it is going to be used . The initial attempt was to depict the graphical
representations of the live data inside the actual placemark’s balloon . Yet that seems that is not
actually feasible . So the alternative path that will be eventually followed is to provide a link that
points to a HTML file located at the IHU live server . Fortunately , Google Earth has the ability to
function also as a simplified web browser and show this link internally instead of opening a new
web browser window .
Note :  This is  also provided .  The user can open the currently  viewed HTML code in  Google
Chrome .
The  HTML  file  that  the  link  inside  the  placemark  is  going  to  communicate  with  ,  called
sensor0.html , is placed in a folder , called “charts” , inside the root directory of the server . That
file contains the HTML for the markup of the page and also a JavaScript snippet . This snippet ,
which of course can be placed separately in order to adhere in some programming best practices ,
communicates with the file that actually sends the data . This file is the sensor0.php residing in the
same directory . This is which executes the query to the database , collects and packs the data and
then forwards them to the JavaScript snippet inside the HTML file .
Note : The HTML and PHP files contained in the “charts” folder are created in pairs . One for
every sensor that needs monitoring .
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Picture 23 : The architecture of the implementation
6.3 The hardcoded edition
The  first  implementation [Picture  24  ]  was  done  by taking  the  sample  HTML code  from the
Highcharts documentation and pasting it inside a sensor’s placemark description box .
The sample code:
$(function () { 
    $('#container').highcharts({
        chart: {
            type: 'bar'
        },
        title: {
            text: 'Fruit Consumption'
        },
        xAxis: {
            categories: ['Apples', 'Bananas', 'Oranges']
        },
        yAxis: {
            title: {
                text: 'Fruit eaten'
            }
        },
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        series: [{
            name: 'Jane',
            data: [1, 0, 4]
        }, {
            name: 'John',
            data: [5, 7, 3]
        }]
    });  });
Picture 24 : The simple graph that the above code produces
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The hardcoded example allows the presentation of the Highcharts graph inside the placemark’s 
balloon [Picture 25] .
 
Picture 25 : Display of the hardcoded data in a balloon
At first, this was adequately confusing because it gave the impression that it is indeed feasible to
implement the final data visualization that way. Yet, as the experience proved , that was wrong .
The hardcoded data inside the sample code was just numbers and strings . So it was parsed by
Google Earth as pure HTML . Google Earth , for security reasons , does not allow javascript to be
executed inside the placemark’s balloon . Google apparently does not want it's application to  be
used as a vessel for malicious XSS(Cross Site Scripting) attacks against final users through the
exploitation of the embedded Javascript code . Unfortunately , the fact that we wanted our data to
be extracted from a remote database using HTTP calls made us seek an alternative solution .
6.4 The localhost
After it was made clear that the hardcoded data solution was not the desired one , it was realized
that  the  communication  with  a  server  through  HTTP calls  should  be  made  possible  .  Before
establishing a communication with the live IHU server, a local server was created .
The implementation was initially made locally ,  as a first  step ,  in order to  showcase that the
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selected technologies were actually compatible , able to cooperate and then exchange data .
For that reason a test server was setup in a lab machine . That is the initial localhost . The localhost
was setup using the XAMPPLite portable version of XAMPP software package .
XAMPP stands  for  X  (declares  indifference  in  the  operating  system)  -  Apache  (the  server)  -
MySQL (the  database)  -  PHP (the  scripting  language)  -  Perl  (additional  option  for  scripting
language) .
When the localhost was being set, extra care was taken for the versions of it’s included software to
be in the latest versions available . As we will see later, that was an incredibly important detail that
had to be taken really seriously .
The XAMPP version that it  was used is XAMPP Portable Lite 1.8.3 PHP 5.5 and contains the
following :
● Apache 2.4.4,
● MySQL 5.5.32,
● PHP 5.5.3,
● phpMyAdmin 4.0.4.1,
● XAMPP Control Panel 3.1.0
Extensive tests have taken place using the localhost for the files to be able to communicate .
This is an example of the first communication of the script with the localhost [Picture 26] .
Picture 26 : The first link attempt with the localhost
After succeeding in transmitting some dummy data from the localhost inside Google Earth , the
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implementation had to be replicated in the live server. At this point it was determined that the final
depiction of the data graphs would be done through a link. The user will click on the pin that
represents a sensor. The balloon will popup, and inside it as a description will be a link that will
point to the relevant HTML file containing the appropriate graph.
6.5 The code
The two files , of each pair , eventually used are shown in the following screenshots .
The html file for the sensors .
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/strict.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-
8">
<title>Highcharts Example</title>
<!-- 1. Add these JavaScript inclusions in the head of your page 
-->
<script src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.8.2/jquery.min.js">
</script>
<script src="http://code.highcharts.com/highcharts.js"></script>
<!-- 2. Add the JavaScript to initialize the chart on document 
ready -->
<script type="text/javascript">
var chart;
            $(document).ready(
function()
{
                var options = {
chart:
{
renderTo: 'container',
type: 'spline',
zoomType: 'x'
},
title:
{
text: 'Energy Consumption'
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},
xAxis:
{
title:
{
text: 'Time of record'
},
type: 'datetime',
dateTimeLabelFormats:
{
day: '%e of %b'
}
},
yAxis:
{
title:
{
text: 'Phasesum'
}
},
plotOptions:
{
series:
{
allowPointSelect: true
}
},
series:
[
{
name: 'AvgPhaseSum',
data: [],
pointStart: Date.UTC(2010, 0, 1),
pointInterval: 1 * 3600 * 1000 // one hour
}
],
};
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$datafile_url = "http://83.212.10.102/charts/sensor0.php" ;
 $.getJSON($datafile_url, function(json)
{
options.series[0].data = json;
chart = new Highcharts.Chart(options);
});
            });
</script>
</head>
<body>
<!-- 3. Add the container -->
<div id="container" style="width:100%; height:400px;"></div>
</div>
</body>
</html>
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The php file retrieving data from the MySQL database.
<?php
// Set the JSON header
header("Content-type: application/json");
$hostname = "localhost";
$username = "########"; Has been replaced for security reasons.
$pass     = "########"; Has been replaced for security reasons.
$db   = "awesomedb";
$connection = mysqli_connect($hostname,$username,$pass,$db);
if (!$connection)
{
  die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error());
}
$query = "
SELECT `time`, ROUND(AVG(`phasesum`),2) AS phasesum
FROM `ccdata`
WHERE  `sensorID`  =  0  AND  `date`  =  '2013-06-10'  AND  time  >
'06:30:00'
GROUP BY `sensorID`, UNIX_TIMESTAMP(CONCAT(`date`,' ',`time`)) DIV
30
ORDER BY `time` DESC
LIMIT 100";
$result = mysqli_query($connection,$query);
//inside the $data array pass all the records coming from the db
$data = array();
while($r = mysqli_fetch_array($result))
{
    $row[0] = $r['time'];
    $row[1] = $r['phasesum'];
    array_push($data,$row);
}
print json_encode($data,JSON_NUMERIC_CHECK);
mysqli_close($connection);
?>
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6.6 The HTML file
Inside the HTML code can someone detect three extra lines that refer to three externally located
files .
The first is the jQuery javascript library that is hosted by Google (among others) and it is publicly
available to include in scripts and applications .
<script src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.8.2/jquery.min.js">
</script>
The two others are the essential files for the Highcharts Javascript visualization library that is going
to be described later .
<script src="http://code.highcharts.com/highcharts.js">
</script>
<script src="http://code.highcharts.com/modules/exporting.js">
</script>
Follows the Javascript snippet that actually builds the graph after receiving the data from the server
through the PHP file .
$.getJSON($datafile_url, function(json)
{
options.series[0].data = json;
chart = new Highcharts.Chart(options);
});
6.7 The PHP file
At  the  very  start  of  the  PHP  file  there  is  the  following  line  :
<?php header('Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *'); ?>
One pitfall that delayed the implementation of the connection between the graph in Google Earth
and the live server was the fact that the Apache IHU server (and every server with a solid security
policy)  does  not  allow  HTTP  requests  originating  from  another  domain  and  requesting  it’s
resources . That is called Cross Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) [Picture 27 ].
This is a screenshot of the error thrown .
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Picture 27 : Cross Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) denied
So let’s explain CORS promptly .
Site A sends a HTTP request to site B. Site B uses Access-Control-Allow-Origin to tell the browser
that the content of this page is accessible to certain domains . By default, site B's pages are not
accessible to any other domain; using the ACAO (Access-Control-Allow-Origin) header opens a
door for cross-domain access by specific domains .
Site B should serve its pages with  Access-Control-Allow-Origin: http://sitea.com
Modern browsers will not block cross-domain requests outright. If site A requests a page from site
B ,  the  browser  will  actually  fetch  the  requested  page  on  the  network  level  and check  if  the
response headers list site A as a permitted requester domain . If site B has not indicated that site A is
allowed to access this page, the browser will send an error and decide not to provide the response to
the requesting JavaScript code. So, the solution was to add the line shown at the beginning of this
paragraph at the start of the PHP file , essentially instructing the server to allow CORS for this
particular file only , maintaining the integrity of the server in terms of security .
Another hindrance along the way to implementation was the version of the PHP that should be
used. The first trials took place in a XAMPP server with a PHP version < 5.3.3 . Let’s see how the
two files actually communicate and then we will explain why the version of the PHP actually plays
such an important role .
Highcharts use ,among other methods , AJAX to transmit and receive data in order to fill the graph.
The part of the HTML file that essentially receives the array-formatted data sent by PHP is the
following:
$datafile_url = "http://83.212.10.102/charts/sensor0.php" ;
$.getJSON($datafile_url, function(json)
{
options.series[0].data = json;
chart = new Highcharts.Chart(options); });
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The  url  of  the  PHP file  that  transmits  the  data  taken  from  the  database  is  provided  in  the
$datafile_url variable . This variable is then provided to the getJSON method of the $ jQuery object
. The data are directed in the series array of the chart and finally the chart object is created to be
shown to the user . At this point must be stated also the significance of the data preprocessing that
is done essentially by the PHP code . Before sending anything to the HTML  client file , the PHP
code creates the array in a string-numeric coupled format ready to be consumed by the options
object of the Javascript code . That preprocessing enhances greatly in terms of performance and
speed .
The code in the PHP file sending the data is the following:
//inside the $data array pass all the records coming from the db
$data = array();
while($r = mysqli_fetch_array($result))
{
    $row[0] = $r['time'];
    $row[1] = $r['phasesum'];
    array_push($data,$row);
}
print json_encode($data,JSON_NUMERIC_CHECK);
The data returned from the queried MySQL database are stuffed inside the $data array .
Then , the json_encode PHP core function is used to encode them in JSON format so any file
pointing  in  this  file  can  receive  them.  The  important  element  in  this  function  is  the  second
attribute ,  JSON_NUMERIC_CHECK .  The official  documentation of  PHP for this  predefined
constant is Encodes numeric strings as numbers. Available since PHP 5.3.3. .
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A more robust and comprehensive explanation [Picture 28] was retrieved from an online forum :
Picture 28 : Solution for the json_encode() function
It  can  be seen that  the  PHP version  plays  so important  role  because  it  is  the  one that  allows
json_encode to transform the data sent from the database to numeric values . Without it they are
passed as strings . That is why until this solution [Picture 29] would be found we would keep
receiving the following error .
Picture 29 : The Highcharts library complaining about the data not been converted
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A little , compared to the others, problem also encountered was that the Highcharts documentation
provided it’s sample code using the MySQL database but finally the MySQLi database had to be
used in order to be compatible with the versions of the rest  software stack of XAMPP .
6.8 The Live Server
The table that it is going to be used is the “ccdata” which contains the data gathered from the power
consumption of both halves (upper/lower) of Building A and the data center room.
The sensor located in the data center room corresponds in the database to the ID=8.  The other two
sensors are identified by ID=9 and ID=0 .
The table contains the following 8 columns .
● SensorID , which contains the distinctive identification number of each individual sensor.
Specifically, 0 for the Building A1, 9 for Building A2 and 8 for the Data Center .
● Date , which is the date that the record was recorded .
● Time , which is the time the record was recorded .
● Temp , which is the environmental temperature of the day in Celsius degrees .
● phase1watts , which records the first of the three power phases .
● phase2watts , which records the second of the three power phases .
● phase3watts , which records the third of the three power phases .
● phasesum , which is the average value of the three phases above for each record .
The sensor records power usage values, every 6-7 seconds .
The query used to retrieve the data is the following:
SELECT `time`, ROUND(AVG(`phasesum`),2) AS phasesum FROM `ccdata`
WHERE  `sensorID`  =  0  AND  `date`  =  '2013-06-10'  AND  time  >
'06:30:00'  GROUP  BY  `sensorID`,  UNIX_TIMESTAMP(CONCAT(`date`,'
',`time`)) DIV 30 ORDER BY `time` DESC LIMIT 100
Chapter 7
7.1  Introduction  to  the  use  of  Highcharts  for  data
visualization
This chapter will concentrate on the Javascript visualization  library that was used to draw the final
graphs that the user experiences . This library is Highcharts [43] . Highcharts is purely Javascript .
That offers a convenient way to add very interactive charts to any website and/or application. it
supports an extensive collection of chart types like bar , pie , polar , spline area any many more .
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7.2 System requirements
The library is entirely based and supports native browser technologies . It does not require any
installation of client-side plugins like Flash or Java . Additionally there is no need for anything to
be installed on the server. As we saw in earlier chapters it only needs two Javascript files to run .
The essential highcharts.js core file and , in our case , the jQuery standalone framework . It is
designed to be used with only minimal overhead from people that had no prior exposure to either
jQuery , Mootools or Prototype . Highcharts can work in all modern browsers . That includes also
mobile devices and Internet Explorer 6 and above . Highcharts runs on any server that supports
HTML and even locally from the filesystem , since all the rendering is done locally in the user’s
browser [43] . 
7.3 Rendering the graphics
Highcharts uses a graphical technology to draw it’s charts and graphs that is called SVG or Scalable
Vector Graphics .
Highcharts library was previously using the HTML5 Canvas element to render graphics .
Now , after the release of version 3.0 the support for SVG is greater than before and the transition
came naturally .
SVG is an XML format that describes  vector graphics . It is an official and recommended standard
of the W3C consortium with which all modern web browsers,including Chrome , Firefox , Opera ,
Safari and even Internet Explorer (as from version 9) , draw without the need to install any extra
plugin . Though , the support for SVG varies considerably between all the different browsers out
there . The specification of SVG includes raster and also vector graphics , point symbols , filter
effects , masking , animation and a variety of other features . The great thing is that SVG is open
source and can be extended with Javascript which allows the creation of highly interactive not only
graphics but also GUIs (graphical user interfaces) . Some of the well known applications that can
create SVG content are Adobe Illustrator , Open Office Draw and many different XML editors for
programmers [43] .
An SVG file is typically created containing two parts . A file that contains the geometry data and
another separate file containing javascript code with the application logic .
SVG has several advantages:
• The main advantage is that it has direct support in browsers .
• Also , it is object-oriented . This opens possibilities for animation and the reuse of elements .
• The canvas layers will all disappear and as a result memory usage will go down .
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• A common operation on mobile user agents is the zoom on the charts . The charts now will
appear razor sharp when zoomed .
• It has a significant variety of vector elements and visual effects .
• Another advantage is the ability to use multiple coordinate systems in a single drawing . That
makes the SVG standard notably attractive for the development of mapping applications because
the features in maps are based on geographic coordinates and user interface elements make use of
screen coordinates .
• Moreover , the SVG technology is considered to be more convenient because it supports text .
If the browser cannot support SVG the content can still be displayed in text .
Additionally it has advantages over the HTML5 Canvas element:
• SVG Is is based on vectors but the Canvas Manipulates Pixels
The visual differences here are not so dramatic. The developer can load bitmaps in SVG, and can
use the canvas API to draw lines. Though , the creation of the image might be easier with one over
the other technology.This depends mostly on whether the used graphics are mainly based on lines
or images.
• SVG is depending on Files, Canvas is using Pure Scripting
The SVG images are stated inside the XML. This has as a result   that  every SVG element is
appended to the DOM (Document Object Model ) and is easily manipulated by only using a simple
combination of CSS and JavaScript. Furthermore, someone can add an event handler to an SVG
element or even change its properties depending on the response of another document event.  On
the other side,Canvas  is a simple API for graphics. It draws only pixels. So,there's no way provided
to be able someone to change the existing drawings or react to certain events. If the developer
would like to update the image drawn with the Canvas element has to redraw it.
• The Canvas element depends on JavaScript.
If the user has Javascript disabled on his/her browser , or uses a device like a reader that cannot
understand Javascript , there will be no output to be shown. If the developer wants to offer a great
user experience to the user that has Javascript deactivated, the only solution would be SVG.
• Designers versus Developers
For the front-end designers,the choice is simple enough.SVG is easier to configure thanks to the
high readability of XML. For this reason Frameworks such as Spring are so popular the last years;
anyone can use them. On the other hand, the Canvas images are created programmatically. So, they
require a bit of programming expertise that developers have.
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7.4 The options
To define the settings of each chart, the library uses a Javascript object structure . These settings are
called options [43] . 
When every chart is initialized by using a constructor (Highcharts.Chart) the options object is the
parameter that is passed first. Below we can see the options object that describes the settings of the
created chart .
Chart:
{
renderTo: 'container',
type: 'spline',
zoomType: 'x'
},
title: { text: 'Energy Consumption' },
xAxis:
{
title:
{text: 'Time of record'},
type: 'datetime',
dateTimeLabelFormats: {day: '%e of %b'}
},
yAxis:
{
title: {text: 'Phasesum'}},
plotOptions:
{
series: {allowPointSelect: true}},
series:
[{
name: 'AvgPhaseSum',
data: [],
pointStart: Date.UTC(2010, 0, 1),
pointInterval: 1 * 3600 * 1000 // one hour
}],
};
The options object describes essentially how the final chart is going to look like and what kind of
characteristics is going to have. It is very flexible and can be altered programmatically to fit every
need simple or extreme .
In the code above it is created an  options object  and  it can then be added to the chart by passing it
to the constructor .
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7.5 Chart concepts
For someone that comes across such a chart for the first time , there is a need to get a good grasp of
the many concepts that it incorporates [Picture 30].
• Title
The title appears at the top of the chart
• Series
They are the data series (one or more) that are presented in the chart .
• Tooltip
When the user hovers with the cursor over a series line or a point on the chart gets a small box that
describes the data values at the particular part of the chart .
• Legend
At the base (by default) of each chart there is the legend that shows the different data series and
allows the user to enable/disable them .
• Axes
The axes are by default 2. The x and y . But depending on the data series and the user’s preferences
can exist simultaneously in one chart more than two axis . The only chart type that does not have
axis is the pie chart .
Picture 30 :  Sample chart as displayed inside Google earth
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CHAPTER 8
8.1 Overview of the JAVA implementation
This chapter presents the contribution that the present work has offered to the aWsoMe web service
middleware  .  It  begins  by  describing  how  was  implemented  the  transition  from a  text  based
network  forming  to  a  network  management  implementation  based  on  using  a  MySQL table  .
Additionally , this chapter discusses the sensor infrastructure [Picture 31  ] of the university and
how the sensor data  ,  after  they have been recorded ,  are  concentrated ,  processed and finally
prepared for any (web service) client to consume them . And by consume , we mean use them to
extract useful knowledge . 
Picture 31 : The communication of the plugs in the building
8.2 The MySQL table 
At  first  ,  a  new  table  [Picture  32]  was  created  in  the  MySQL  database  "awesomedb"  to
accommodate the data concerning the sensors . It was designed to have 5 columns . These are ID ,
Type , SIHUid , Server , NetworkID and Location as seen below .
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Picture 32 : The MySQL “pwnodes” table
• ID
Is essentially the MAC Address of the physical sensor device hardcoded on it by it’s manufacturer .
• Type
The sensor devices are divided in four distinct types. These are Stick , Circle+ , Circle and Stealth .
Their functionality and role in the network is described next .
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Stick
The Plugwise [44] Stick's task is to implement and coordinate the communication between all the
different wireless Plugwise devices that belong to same network . Essentially it's job is to provide
the software containing the power consumption data and to transmit to the Circles the necessary
switching schemes . This device [Picture 33] creates a link between the "Source" Plugwise software
[48] , the installed plugs and any other Plugwise device.
Picture 33 : Plugwise Stick
The Stick receives the collected data from the plugs and transmits different tasks to them depending
on the user's preferences .
This is achieved via the use of a Zigbee wireless mesh network . The Stick is a USB stick that must
be connected to a computer's free USB port to operate . In our implementation there is always only
one Stick per network in order to communicate the data between each node .
Circle+
The Circle+ Plugwise device's role in the network is to coordinate it's correct setup .
The important role of the Circle+ device in the network is to keep an account of the Ids of the
Circles [Picture 34] that are connected to the current network and send this information to the Stick
that is connected to the computer . Each such device has an internal real-time clock and a battery
and between fixed periods of time synchronises the time between the network's Circles . After the
Circle+  completes  it's  task  of  coordinatig  the  setting  up  of  the  network  ,  it  can  switch  to  a
functionality identical to a Circle . Must be stated here that obviously there is always at least one
Circle+ in each network.
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Picture 34 : Plugwise Circle+
Circle
The Circle [Picture 35] is a plug that is installed between the electrical appliance's plug and the wall
socket . With this installation the energy consumption of the specific appliance is measured . The
elctrical appliance can also be turned on or off .
Picture 35 : Plugwise Circle
The Circle plug stores the data concerning the power consumption of the appliance and transmits
them to the Plugwise Switch using the Zigbee-mesh network [50] . The Switch then forwrds them
to the Source software installed on the computer .  The software on the computer is processing the
data ,  organizing them and presenting them in well-organised charts and graphs .
The appliance that is connected to a Circle can be arbitrarily switched on and off wirelessly from
the computer from inside Source's interface .
Additionally  , the Circle plug can switch the appliances depending on the switching schemes that
have been send to it by the Stick . Also , the Circle is equipped with a "standby killer" . That
means , when the connected appliance is in standby mode , the plug can cut the power flow from
the mains to prevent useless energy consumption .
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Stealth
The Plugwise Stealth [Picture 36  ] is a built-in module that provides the convenience of measuring and
switching energy wirelessly.
Picture 36 : Plugwise Stealth
It is an in-line terminal that is designed to be used where the use of a Circle is , due to unpredicted
factors , either undesirable or impossible  [47] .
Stealth shares the same technical specifications with Circle .
• SIHUid
This is  an id that each and every sensor acquires when it  becomes member of a server .  It  is
customly defined by the administrator of the whole network and it is a way of recognizing each
plug inside the whole network by referring to a unique id.
• Server
This is the easiest of all to comprehend . The array of sensors in the university send their collected
data to either one of the two existing servers . These are SIHU1 and SIHU2 .
• NetworkID
Each sensor belongs to a network and a collection of sensors create a different network. Depending
on the sensors that each network consists of , it corresponds to the appropriate server.
• Location
This column holds the information of where each sensor is placed inside the university premises. It
ranges among the Data Center , the PC Labs and the different study rooms.
8.3 The Java code implementation based on a text docu-
ment
Initially , the web service was parsing (reading) the SmartPlugSettings.txt txt file , line by line .
This is an example of the aforementioned file .
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network 1
comport COM3
Stick 000D6F000076A1C9
Circle+ 000D6F000098A85D
!Circle x
!Circle y
!@SIHU1
network 2
comport COM12
Stick 000D6F0000B8114C
Circle+ 000D6F000043B4CA
Circle 000D6F000076D557 radiator
Circle 000D6F0000D36634 P429
!@SIHU2
network 4
comport COM6
Stick xxxxxx (6-7 or 16 digits)
Stick19D975C P40
Circle+ 3973C3A P41
Circle 19E1B32 P40?
Circle 99522A P42
Circle B1B9E1 P43
Circle D32AE8 P44
Circle D33A55 P418
Circle B8166A P419
Circle B1A233 P428
Circle 551310 P429
STEALTH 1A40452 P430
STEALTH 1A403ED P431
STEALTH B852C6 P432
STEALTH 1A4031B P433
The file parser inside the webservice constructor is reading the file , line by line , and creates a new
network consisting of a Stick , a Circle+ and many Circles and/or Stealths .
The webservice code based on the parsing of the txt file is the following .
public class SmartPlugService
{
//Settings
static boolean DEBUG = true;
//Cascades to SerialPortHelper and then to SerialReader and 
SerialWriter
private String splugsetfile = "SmartPlugsettings.txt";
int attempts = 10; //no. of attempts to open port if busy
// Commands
static String codePow = "0012"; // Power
static String respPow = "0013";
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static String codeOnOff = "0017"; // Set Power Status
static String codeStat = "0023"; // Power Status
static String respStat = "0024";
static String codeCal = "0026"; // Calibration
static String respCal = "0027";
static String codeInit = "000A"; //Init Stick
static String respInit = "0011";
//Clock Request
//Set Clock
//Global variables
private static SerialPortHandler porthandler;
String portName = "";
ArrayList<PlugNetwork> plugNetworks = new 
ArrayList<PlugNetwork>();
   /**
    * Constructor. Loads application settings. Is run at each 
service
    * invocation anew. (Thus the file is read at each call)
    */
   public SmartPlugService() {
       PlugNetwork pnetwork = null;
       String netid ;
try {BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new 
FileReader(splugsetfile));
     String line = "";
while ((line = in.readLine()) != null){
//catch wrong syntax in settings file
       try { if (line.startsWith("network")) {
            netid = line.split(" ")[1];
            // create new plugnetwork
            pnetwork = new PlugNetwork(netid);        
            while ((line = in.readLine()) != null){
            if (line.startsWith("comport")) {
            // Get just the last port
            //portName = (line.split(" ")[1]);
            //check and fix MAC and throw exception for MAC in the
file (short and long supported)
            //pnetwork.setCOM_PORT(line.split(" ")[1]);}
            else if (line.startsWith("Stick")){
            try {
              pnetwork.setStick(PlugUtilities.checkAndFixMAC(line.
split("|\t")[1]));
                } catch (InvalidDeviceAddressException ex)
                { System.out.println("Invalid Address in
            SmartPlugSettings file");
              Logger.getLogger(SmartPlugService.class.getName()).l
og(Level.SEVERE, null, ex);}
         }
         else if (line.startsWith("Circle+")) {
           try {
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               pnetwork.setCircleplus(PlugUtilities.checkAndFixMAC
(line.split(" |\t")[1]));
         } catch (InvalidDeviceAddressException ex)
   {System.out.println("Invalid Address in SmartPlugSettings 
file");
       Logger.getLogger(SmartPlugService.class.getName()).log(Leve
l.SEVERE, null, ex);}}
        else if (line.startsWith("Circle")||
line.startsWith("STEALTH")){
        try {
             pnetwork.addCircle(PlugUtilities.checkAndFixMAC(line.
split(" |\t")[1]));
            } catch (InvalidDeviceAddressException ex)
{System.out.println("Invalid Address in SmartPlugSettings file"); 
Logger.getLogger(SmartPlugService.class.getName()).log(Level.SEVER
E, null, ex);}}
         else {break;}}
         plugNetworks.add(pnetwork);}}
         catch (java.lang.ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException e) {
System.out.println("SmartPlugService : Wrong format in settings 
file line "+ line);}}
//print for testing
          if (DEBUG) {
System.out.println("SmartPlugService : Loaded PlugNets from 
settings :");
           for (PlugNetwork pnet : plugNetworks) {
           pnet.printPlugNetwork();}}
       } catch (IOException ex) {
System.out.println("SmartPlugService : Settings file not found " +
splugsetfile);
Logger.getLogger(SmartPlugService.class.getName()).log(Level.SEVER
E, null, ex);
   //FOR DEBUGGING
           File current = new File("");
           System.out.println("SmartPlugService : Current Path is 
" + current.getAbsolutePath());
        //sometimes this is inside 
users/appdata/roaming/netbeans/GF3
       }}
   /**
    * Switch a Circle off Input MAC Address example 
0017000D6F0000729424
    * (Circle+)
    * (wrapper method for switchonoff)
    * @param Mac
    * @throws InvalidDeviceAddressException
    * @throws InternalServiceException
    */
   @WebMethod(operationName = "SwitchOff")
   public void SwitchOff(@WebParam(name = "Mac") String Mac) 
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throws InvalidDeviceAddressException, InternalServiceException {
       Mac = PlugUtilities.checkAndFixMAC(Mac);
       System.out.println("SmartPlugService : 
------------------------------------------------");
       System.out.println("SmartPlugService : Switch OFF of " + 
Mac);
//InetAddress inetaddress = InetAddress.getLocalHost();
//System.out.println("SmartPlugService : by " + inetaddress);
       System.out.println("SmartPlugService : 
------------------------------------------------");
       SwitchOnOff(Mac, "00");}
The files that were changed were essentially 3 . The Main.java , the SmartPlugService.java and the
PlugNetwork.java . This piece of code can be explained below , in just a few consecutive steps ,
with the help of some sudocode because it is not imperative for everyone to understand code and
we know it [Picture 37 ].
8.3.1 Sudocode
Read the SmartPlugsettings.txt file
Start Loop #1 : Loop through the lines of the file
Create a new network
Start Loop #2 : Loop through the file lines
Check if the line starts with Comport
Check if the line starts with Stick
Check if the line starts with Circle+
Check if the line starts with Circle
Loop #2 : Resume with the next line
Add the new network to the networks' array
Loop #1 : Resume for the next line
Loop through the networks array and print each one in a consise way.
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Picture 37 : A detailed flowchart of the code logic (click to enlarge)
8.4 The Java code implementation based on the MySQL
database 
The WebService [54] code after the change in the implementation is the following .
public SmartPlugServiceSQL()
    {
        PlugNetwork PNX ;
        //Read the txt file and grab the desired server
        BufferedReader bufreader ;
        ArrayList<String> Servers = new ArrayList();
        try {
        bufreader = new BufferedReader(new 
FileReader(splugsetfile));
            String line = bufreader.readLine();
            while (line != null)
            {
                //set the server from what it reads from the file
                //and use it for the query
                Servers.add(line);
                line = bufreader.readLine();
            } //Debugging
                System.out.println("The servers array: "+Servers);
            }
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        catch (IOException e)
            {System.out.println(
"SPlugServSQL : Problem with the servers txt file");}
          String url = "jdbc:mysql://smart.ihu.edu.gr:3306/";
          String dbName = "awesomedb";
          String userName = "trend";
          String password = "sm@rt1hu";
          String driver = "com.mysql.jdbc.Driver";
          try
          {
            Class.forName(driver).newInstance();
            Connection conn = 
DriverManager.getConnection(url+dbName,userName,password);
            //loop thouth the servers array
            for (String SIHU_X:Servers)
            {
            //select ID , networkID,Type
            String select_query = "SELECT ID,networkID,Type FROM 
pwnodes WHERE Server = ?";
            PreparedStatement pstmt = 
conn.prepareStatement(select_query);
            pstmt.setString(1, SIHU_X);
            ResultSet result = pstmt.executeQuery();
while(result.next())
{
    String netID = result.getString("networkID");
    PNX = new PlugNetwork(netID);
        while(result.next())
        {
            String plugType = result.getString("Type");
            String ID = result.getString("ID");
            switch (plugType)
                {
                    case "Stick":  
                        PNX.setStick(ID);
                        ;break;
                    case "Circle+":
                        PNX.setCircleplus(ID);
                        ; break;  
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                    case "Circle":  
                        PNX.addCircle(ID);
                        ;break;
                    default: break;       
                }//end of switch
        }//end of inner while
   plugNetworks.add(PNX);     
}//end of while(circle db rows)
    System.out.println("\n"+"-"+SIHU_X+"-");
    System.out.println("SmartPlugServiceSQL : Loaded PlugNets: ");
    for (PlugNetwork p:plugNetworks)
    {
        p.printPlugNetwork();
    }
            }//end of for loop(circle the servers)
        conn.close();
          }
          catch (Exception e)
          {
          e.printStackTrace();
          }
    } //end of constructor
    } //end of SmartPlugServiceSQL
The code above as pretty and elegant can be to a software engineer , we understand that can be
complete nonsense to the non-trained eye . So , it's exact logical flow is provided below in human
readable sudocode [Picture 38 ].
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8.4.1 Sudocode
Read the file containing the names of the servers
Create and populate the Servers array
Connect to the database
Start Loop #1 : Loop through the servers array
Run the Sql query for the first server
Start Loop #2 : Start looping through the query results
Create a network object
Start Loop #3 : For that object loop through the query results
Check if the ID is a Stick
Check if the ID is a Circle+
Check if the ID is a Circle
Loop #3 : Resume with the next row
Add the network object to an array of similar objects
Loop #2 : Resume with the next network
Loop #1 : Print all the networks one by one in a concise form
Picture 38 : A detailed flowchart explaining the code logic (click to enlarge)
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Conclusions
Summarizing all that have been discussed in this paper we can state that the concept of an everyday
Smart Building is closer than anyone thinks .  The infrastructure that has been spread in IHU's
premises uses the concept of the intelligent building and touches upon the ideas of Internet of
Things (IoT) as well as Internet of Places (IoP) . The purpose is the collection of data but the col -
lection is done from individual appliances and distinct spaces . At the moment , the implementa-
tions may be integrated in environments such as the International Hellenic University , and/or other
universities , as research areas but it is more and more clear that it is only the front door of the inte-
gration to the common house . But it is easily understood by the topics discussed , that the mere im-
plementation of such systems is not going to be enough . An added value should be produced for
the everyday user that is going better and more efficient his everyday life . As we already analyzed ,
for this to be realized , there are several cutting edge technologies needed to cooperate , merge and
communicate in many different levels and with various protocols . All these are intentionally , not
going to be visible to the naked eye . The end user , will most probably see just a system that works
as expected and provides many features . These features will be presented by visually enhanced
graphics , 3D spaces , models , pie-charts , graphs , infographics and literally any means necessary
for the raw data to be clearly understood . This work is clearly a step towards this direction . It is a
contribution to an undeniably much more complex system architecture that is hopped to be contin-
ued and further developed . 
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